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The deeply entrenched, sometimes heated 
conflict between the disability movement 
and the profession of bioethics is well known 

and well documented.1 Critiques of prenatal diag-
nosis and selective abortion are probably the most 
salient and most sophisticated of disability studies 
scholars’ engagements with bioethics,2 but there are 
many other topics over which disability activists and 
scholars have encountered the field of bioethics in 
an adversarial way, including health care rationing, 
growth-attenuation interventions, assisted repro-
duction technology, human enhancement, physi-
cian-assisted suicide, and euthanasia.

The tension between the analyses of the dis-
abilities studies scholars and mainstream bioethics 
is not merely a conflict between two insular politi-
cal groups, however; it is, rather, also an encounter 
between those who have experienced disability and 

those who have not. This paper explores that idea. 
I maintain that it is a mistake to think of this con-
flict as arising just from a difference in ideology or 
political commitments because it represents a much 
deeper difference—one rooted in variations in how 
human beings perceive and reason about moral 
problems. These are what I will refer to as variations 
of moral psychology.3 The lived experiences of dis-
ability produce variations in moral psychology that 
are at the heart of the moral conflict between the 
disability movement and mainstream bioethics.

While I do not have the space or the appropri-
ate all-encompassing experience to provide an ex-
haustive list of the differences in moral psychology 
that may play a role in creating and maintaining 
this conflict, I will offer a brief description of how 
the disability movement and mainstream bioethics 
come into conflict when perceiving and analyzing 
the moral problem of physician-assisted suicide via 
the lens of the principle of respect for autonomy. 
To reconcile its contemporary and historical conflict 
with the disability movement, the field of bioethics 
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must engage with and fully consider 
these sorts of differences in moral 
perception and reasoning, not just 
the explicit moral and political argu-
ments of the disability movement.

It should be noted straightaway 
that, throughout this project, I will 
deploy the umbrella terms “disability 
movement” along with “professional 
bioethics,” “mainstream bioethics,” 
and “field of bioethics.” However, 
I will do so with an explicit aware-
ness that these groups are not unified 
monoliths. 

When I use the term “disability 
movement,” I mean the coordinated, 
large-scale, sustained social and po-
litical action of disabled people in the 
United States. This term is deliberate-
ly broad and meant to encompass the 
substantial range of sometimes diver-
gent tactics and ideologies deployed 
by disabled people, but it is not as-
sumed that all disabled people engage 
in such action, have the same political 
beliefs, or use identical advocacy ap-
proaches. In addition, while the lived 
reality of disability is an important 
feature of my argument, the “disabil-
ity movement” is not simple short-
hand for people who experience life 
with an anomalous embodiment or 
medical impairment but instead re-
fers to a particular subset of disabled 
people who are conscious of their 
own subordinate social position and 
engage in political action accordingly. 
As used here, “disability movement” 
may be analogous to “feminist move-
ment” insofar as that term captures 
a range of political viewpoints and 
approaches but does not include all 
people who are biologically female or 
even all those who identify as women.

Likewise, it is important to rec-
ognize that the field of bioethics is a 
plurality of methodologies, activities, 
and ideologies, some of which have 
come into conflict with the disability 
movement more than others. When 
I generalize about “bioethics,” I am 
identifying the most common ideas 
and practices of those who profes-
sionally analyze, teach, and write 
about bioethical problems at Ameri-
can universities and hospitals. This is 

not to say that those outside of the 
academy engaging these issues are not 
doing bioethics or that everyone in-
side academic bioethics is adversarial 
to the disability movement but only 
to recognize that there is a sustained 
pattern of conflict between these two 

groups. I hope that my argument, 
as it develops, allows for more nu-
ance than this dichotomy at first may 
indicate.

Disability Experiences as 
Sources of Ideology, Values, 
and Norms?

others have already called for the 
possibility of an alternative eth-

ics arising out of the lived experience 
of disability. For example, political 
historian Paul Longmore, partly in 
response to his engagement with bio-
ethics, has begun a critique of moral 
and political values that have been 
developed and institutionalized by 
nondisabled people. Longmore ex-
plicitly argues that an articulation of 
disabled values and critique of non-
disabled values should be a key part 
of the work of disabled activists and 
scholars:

Beyond proclamations of pride, 
deaf and disabled people have 
been uncovering or formulating 
sets of alternative values derived 
from within the deaf and disabled 
experiences. . . . They involve not 
so much the statement of personal 
philosophies of life, as the assertion 
of group perspectives and values. . 
. . For example, some people with 
disabilities have been affirming the 
validity of values drawn from their 
own experience. Those values are 
markedly different from, and even 
opposed to, non-disabled majority 
values. They declare that they prize 

not self-sufficiency but self-deter-
mination, not independence but 
interdependence, not functional 
separateness but personal connec-
tion, not physical autonomy but 
human community. This values 
formation takes disability as the 

starting point. It uses the disability 
experience as the source of values 
and norms. The affirmation of dis-
abled values also leads to a broad-
ranging critique of non-disabled 
values.4 

Here Longmore proposes a funda-
mental reframing of basic social val-
ues—many of which are central to the 
field of bioethics—from a disabled 
person’s point of view. Longmore 
asserts that the disability experience 
becomes a source of alternative values 
or norms through a collective pro-
cess that involves a group of people 
rather than isolated individuals. He 
sees a system of disability ethics be-
ing developed by a communal so-
cial movement of disabled people, 
but I maintain that this first begins 
with differences in moral psychology 
caused by the lived experiences of dis-
ability, which are prior to any expres-
sion of an alternative ideology.5 

Indeed, most of the theorists who 
have examined this conflict between 
the disability movement and main-
stream bioethics have framed it in 
terms of a difference in political ide-
ology.6 For example, much very good 
work has been done in bioethics and 
disability studies that describes the 
conflict in terms of competing ide-
ologies regarding the ontology of dis-
ability itself.7 That is, several thinkers 
frame the fundamental tension be-
tween bioethics and the disability 
movement as a politicized struggle 
over whether disability is primarily 
a socially constructed disadvantage 

The lived experiences of disability produce 

variations in moral psychology that are at the 

heart of the moral conflict between the disability 

movement and mainstream bioethics.
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or primarily an inherently negative, 
individual biological flaw or defect. 
These scholars maintain that the ide-
ological divide causing this conflict is 
rooted in competing commitments to 
the social model or the medical model 
of disability. Fundamentally, for these 
scholars it is a political disagreement 
over what disability is.

In contrast, I argue that although 
the conflict between the disability 
movement and mainstream bioeth-
ics may often be expressed through the 
ideological divide that these scholars 
have identified, it does not originate 
with that divide and cannot be re-
solved at that level of analysis. If the 
divide were only ideological, then 
perhaps the disability movement 
and mainstream bioethics could 
set aside their tense history and en-
ter into a productive discourse that 
settles the conflict with reason. Ad-
mittedly, the view that these matters 
could be decided based on who has 
the soundest arguments has tremen-
dous appeal. However, this position 
does not recognize how social power 
largely determines the framework by 
which the supposed validity of an 
argument is judged. Like many seg-
ments of social life, the profession 
of bioethics has been constructed by 
those with all manner of social power 
and privilege, and thus, its evaluative 
framework has been constructed ac-
cording to the moral perception and 
reasoning of these elite. If I am cor-
rect that disabled people differ from 
mainstream bioethicists with respect 
to moral psychology, then that differ-
ence partially explains how the debate 
is already rigged against the disability 
movement when it enters into this 
discourse. Thus, until we analyze and 
dismantle the ways in which social 
power puts disabled people at a dis-
advantage when they do bioethics by 
how it appraises their reasons, we can-
not hope for a fair and balanced dia-
logue that will be settled with reason. 
Ultimately, this is why I argue that 
any resolution to the conflict between 
the disability movement and the field 
of bioethics cannot rely solely on 
an analysis of competing moral and 

political ideologies. Instead, the field 
must take up the more ambitious 
task of identifying and bridging this 
underlying divide in moral psychol-
ogy by addressing these questions of 
social power within the profession. 
First, the question must be asked, do 
disabled people sometimes perceive 
and reason about moral problems in 
ways that are foreign to mainstream 
bioethics?

Fully analyzing the causes and ef-
fects of nuanced differences between 
the respective moral psychologies of 
the disability movement and bioeth-
ics—and then suggesting all of the 
theoretical and practical changes that 
might dissolve the conflict produced 
by these unacknowledged differenc-
es—is well beyond the scope of this 
paper. However, I do hope to provide 
enough of a sketch of how this pro-
cess might work to motivate bioethics 
to take up this task. By remodeling 
mainstream bioethics conceptually, 
socially, and materially, we will open 
up the possibility of the full participa-
tion of disabled people, thus reducing 
the conflict and improving the qual-
ity of bioethical thought with hereto-
fore marginalized moral knowledge. 

Variant Moral Psychologies 

The problem of physician-assisted 
suicide exemplifies the variation 

in moral perception and reasoning 
that is at the heart of the conflict 
between the disability movement 
and mainstream bioethics. How the 
moral issues in PAS are perceived and 
analyzed, especially as the principle 
of respect for autonomy is applied, is 
strikingly different. 

Most mainstream bioethicists per-
ceive the main moral dilemma of PAS 
as a classic conflict between the prin-
ciples of beneficence and autonomy, 
mostly viewing those seeking PAS as 
vulnerable patients needing to be em-
powered to express their autonomous 
choices in defiance of the illegitimate 
authority of paternalistic physicians. 
of course, bioethics does not ap-
proach the topic with absolute unity, 
but much of mainstream bioethics’ 

analysis of PAS can be traced directly 
back to the origins of the field itself 
and the particular, dominant view of 
autonomy it has typically endorsed. 

Alicia oulette writes that “[d]es-
pite its many faces, bioethics has as 
its core a central concern with respect 
for persons through respect for in-
dividual autonomy and good medi-
cal care.”8 The story of how the field 
came into existence is a description 
of the radical shift away from medi-
cal paternalism, the standard practice 
of “hiding information from and 
making choices for patients,” and to-
ward “today’s patient-centered model 
largely in response to abuses of people 
involved” (p. 30). This history is re-
flected in how the concept of auton-
omy is now deployed in the field. For 
example, Beauchamp and Childress’s 
classic Principles of Biomedical Ethics 
places a great deal of importance on 
the principle of respect for autonomy, 
arguing that “to respect autonomous 
agents is to acknowledge their right 
to hold views, to make choices, and 
to take actions based on their per-
sonal values and beliefs.”9 From the 
very inception of their chapter on au-
tonomy, they apply this principle in a 
medical context as, fundamentally, a 
buttress against a possibly paternalis-
tic physician who has overstepped his 
authority in a misguided attempt to 
benefit the patient. 

For Beauchamp and Childress, 
the main threats to this widely ac-
cepted view of autonomy are igno-
rance and explicit coercion. Thus, to 
judge whether a person has the op-
portunity to act autonomously, the 
bioethicist must simply check to see 
if he or she has “a substantial degree 
of understanding and freedom from 
constraint” (p. 101). of course, in 
this view of autonomy, “constraint” 
or “controlling influences” are char-
acterized as interference from others 
with greater power, such as govern-
ments or physicians. As Beauchamp 
and Childress illustrate, within bio-
ethics, the physician’s paternalistic 
influencing of the patient’s choice 
is the paradigmatic case of such a 
constraint. “We encounter many 
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problems of autonomy in medical 
contexts,” they write, “because of the 
patient’s dependent condition and 
the medical professional’s authorita-
tive position. . . . In these circum-
stances, the patient’s autonomy is 
sometimes compromised because the 
physician has assumed an unwanted 
degree of authority, as in certain pa-
ternalistic actions” (p. 102). This is 
the dominant view of how and why 
autonomy ought to be applied to is-
sues in bioethics generally and PAS in 
particular.10 

Beauchamp and Childress are 
clear that this view of autonomy is 
the guiding principle for thinking 
about physician-assisted suicide: 

[I]f a person freely authorizes 
death and makes an autonomous 
judgment that the cessation of 
pain and suffering through death 
constitutes a personal benefit 
rather than a setback to his or her 
interests, then active aid-in-dying 
at the person’s request involves 
neither harming or wronging  
. . . . Assisting an autonomous per-
son at his or her request to bring 
about death is, from this perspec-
tive, a way of showing respect for 
a person’s autonomous choices. 
Similarly, denying the person ac-
cess to other individuals who are 
willing and qualified to comply 
with the request shows a funda-
mental disrespect for the person’s 
autonomy.11 

of course, Beauchamp and Chil-
dress do not unequivocally endorse 
the legitimacy of every case of PAS, 
and they concede that PAS must be 
done in a way that prevents “abuse, 
lack of social control, absence of ac-
countability, and unverifiable cir-
cumstances of a patient’s death” (p. 
182). Yet they have a narrow, if ex-
tremely common, view of what con-
stitutes coercion and, thus, a narrow 
view of the kinds of factors that may 
limit patient choice.

As with mainstream bioethics and 
support of PAS, the disability move-
ment is not homogenous when it 

comes to opposition to the practice. 
However, the majority of members of 
the politically active community of 
disabled people who have expressed 
their opinion on the matter are vo-
cally against it. Carol Gill offers a list 
of the largest disability movement 
organizations that have officially ad-
opted positions against PAS; these 
include the National Council on Dis-
ability, American Disabled for Atten-
dant Programs Today (better known 
as ADAPT), the National Council 
on Independent Living, World Asso-
ciations of Persons with Disabilities, 
Justice for All, the Association for 
Persons with Severe Handicaps (bet-
ter known as TASH), the National 
Spinal Cord Injury Association, and 
the World Institute on Disability.12 
Not Dead Yet is a group formed spe-

cifically to organize the DM’s opposi-
tion to PAS and identifies itself as “a 
national, grassroots disability rights 
group that opposes legalization of as-
sisted suicide and euthanasia as dead-
ly forms of discrimination against 
old, ill, and disabled people . . . [and 
that] helps organize and articulate 
opposition to these practices based 
on secular social justice arguments.”13 

The most important secular so-
cial justice argument offered by the 
disability movement against PAS 
is aimed at problematizing the sort 
of simple appeal to autonomy used 
by mainstream bioethics to support 
PAS. Many argue that appeals to the 
autonomy of the individual to choose 
PAS do not recognize the social con-
text of oppression within which the 
supposed choice is made and that the 
conditions of this context compro-
mise the authenticity of the individ-
ual’s choice by obscuring the coercive 

impact of systemic, institutionalized 
discrimination.

We can turn back to Longmore’s 
scholarship for a clear development 
of this sort of argument. Longmore 
finds deep fault with the typical lib-
eral conception of autonomy that has 
dominated the field of bioethics and 
appears to lend support for PAS for 
patients who have the appropriate 
cognitive capacities, understand their 
available options well enough, and 
are not being actively coerced by the 
interference of others. At its heart, his 
critique is not a claim that personal 
autonomy is an irrelevant principle 
or that it should be curtailed when it 
comes to PAS. Rather, he argues that 
bioethicists who hold Beauchamp 
and Childress’s view are misapply-
ing the concept of autonomy in these 

sorts of cases because they do not ac-
count for the coercion perpetrated 
by oppressive social structures that 
narrow a person’s range of viable op-
tions. Thus, Longmore argues that 
the act of choosing PAS will often 
not be fully autonomous even if it 
is made with full information and 
without direct interference from oth-
ers: “Health care ‘choices’ are never 
made in a vacuum. Given the absence 
of real options, death by assisted sui-
cide becomes not an act of personal 
autonomy, but an act of desperation. 
It is a fictional freedom, it is a phony 
autonomy. The rhetoric of ‘choice’ 
is deployed to hide the realities of 
coercion.”14

Here, “coercion” refers, not to the 
sort of interference that Beauchamp 
and Childress’s arguments safeguard 
against, but to a social structure in 
which options that are better than 
death are entirely inaccessible to 
many disabled people. Longmore 

Resolving the conflict between the disability 

movement and mainstream bioethics cannot rely 

solely on analyzing competing moral and political 

ideologies. The field must identify and bridge the 

underlying divide in moral psychologies.
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contends, for example, that “David 
Rivlin’s 1989 court-sanctioned, phy-
sician-assisted suicide exemplifies the 
social conditions that drive some dis-
abled persons to their deaths and the 
ignorance and bias of some nondis-
abled people that lead them to sup-
port such suicides.”15 Longmore cites 
Rivlin as maintaining that it was not 
his disability per se that motivated 
him to request assistance in dying but 
a lack of access to the kinds of state 
funding that a disabled person would 
need to participate in higher educa-
tion, work, marriage, family, and so-
cial interaction. He points out that 
there is a broad variation between 
American states in the amount and 
type of funding available to disabled 
people who want to live in the com-
munity rather than the sort of nurs-
ing home that Rivlin had lived in for 
several years before requesting aid in 
dying. Longmore argues that Rivlin’s 
home state, Michigan, was at the very 
low end of this spectrum at the time 
and did not provide access to the re-
sources needed for the self-determi-
nation of someone with quadriplegia 
who uses a ventilator. Without this 
support, instead of pursuing his life 
plan according to his values and pref-
erences, Rivlin lived his life confined 
to a nursing home and “chose” to turn 
off his ventilator only after several at-
tempts to live in the community were 
thwarted by a lack of public funding. 

This example illustrates how the 
principle of autonomy is deployed by 
Beauchamp and Childress in a way 
that neglects and obscures some of 
the most important moral features of 
a situation in which a disabled person 
might attempt to “hold views, to make 
choices, and to take actions based on 
their own personal values and be-
liefs.”16 The moral feature that the 
traditional application of autonomy 
misses in cases involving disability is 
the necessary condition of accessibil-
ity. Autonomy in making life choices 
requires access to multiple options as 
a matter of course for everyone; how-
ever, disabled people’s common lack 
of access to viable choice likely makes 

them more attuned to this necessary 
condition for choosing. 

A thought experiment about a 
paradigmatic manifestation of per-
sonal autonomy in American society, 
namely, career choice, enables us to 
see how a moral problem requiring 
the application of the concept of au-
tonomy might be perceived and rea-
soned about differently by a disabled 
person and how that variation in mor-
al psychology might develop. Let’s say 
that there are two Ph.D. candidates 
applying for entry-level, tenure-track 
philosophy jobs who are nearly iden-
tical in most of the relevant respects. 
They studied at universities with 
similar reputations, had advisors and 
recommenders of similar professional 
stature, and have similar areas of spe-
cialization and competence that were 
in the same level of demand on the 
job market. They have very similar 
teaching backgrounds, publication 
records, and experience presenting 
at conferences. These candidates also 
have similar social identities in terms 
of race, ethnicity, class, sexual orien-
tation, religion, and gender. Let us 
say that the only relevant difference 
between them is that candidate A is 
nondisabled and candidate B has a 
high-level spinal cord injury and uses 
a power wheelchair. Let us also as-
sume that no philosophy department 
to which our candidates might apply 
has any sort of explicit policy or prac-
tice of intentionally discriminating 
against either of the candidates, such 
that their autonomy would be unduly 
constrained through direct coercion. 

As a preliminary step to entering 
the academic job market, they must 
develop and fine-tune their written 
application materials. Both should 
attend the departmental workshop 
guiding the development of these 
materials, but candidate B must 
first ensure her physical access to the 
building and room location. After 
the workshop, both must draft these 
documents and email them to their 
faculty advisers and recommenders, 
but candidate B must first make sure 
that her unique, expensive, and some-
times unreliable adaptive computer 

hardware and software is in working 
order so she can do this without typ-
ing or clicking a mouse. 

Next, both must diligently scour 
the Internet for job openings that fit 
their qualifications and develop a list 
of jobs to apply for. of course, candi-
date B must again make sure she can 
access her assistive technology to ac-
complish this task. 

The candidates must then apply 
to faculty openings via the Internet 
or traditional mail. For the Internet 
applications, candidate B must plan 
to access her specialized computer 
equipment, and for the mailed appli-
cations, she must attain wheelchair-
accessible transportation to the post 
office and arrange for her attendant 
to assist with navigating what are 
likely to be inaccessible doors and an 
inaccessible business counter. 

Hopefully, both candidates will 
secure first-round interviews on the 
telephone, via Skype, or in person at 
the Eastern Division Meeting of the 
American Philosophical Association. 
For Skype interviews, candidate B 
must ask her personal attendant to 
work a couple of extra hours in the 
middle of that day to help her change 
into and back out of her business suit 
for the interview. For APA interviews, 
candidate B must plan ahead for ac-
cessible ground transportation to and 
from the airport both at home and in 
the destination city, a personal atten-
dant to travel with her to assist with 
activities of daily living, an accessible 
conference hotel room, and an acces-
sible interview space.

The next step is for both to travel 
to respective campuses for final-round 
interviews, including a job talk. Can-
didate B must make arrangements 
that are similar to those she needed 
for Eastern APA but perhaps more ar-
duous if the job is in a rural area.

Access is necessary for both candi-
dates to “hold views, to make choices, 
and to take actions based on their own 
personal values and beliefs” (103), 
and barriers to access exist for both.17 

However, I would argue that this 
matter of access is highlighted in the 
foreground of the lived experiences of 
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candidate B in a way that it is not for 
candidate A. As I hope my example 
illustrates, a disabled person develops 
the habit of anticipating and, when 
possible, arranging to circumvent 
barriers to the access needed to make 
major life choices. This attunement 
toward access as a necessary condition 
to autonomous choice has been ha-
bituated through a socially structured 
experience of living with disability 
in a social and physical environment 
that is often largely inaccessible. 

The scholarly literature in the dis-
ability movement supports this line 
of thought as well. For example,18 

Jackie Leach Scully’s discussion of the 
potential contributions disability ex-
periences make to feminist concepts 
of relational autonomy underscores 
how disability highlights important 
specific features of moral problems 
that might otherwise be obscure.19 
“Embodiment and interdependence 
are realities for everyone, all the 
time,” writes Scully. “In a relational 
view of autonomy, self-determination 
can never be entirely down to the self 
because it is constituted in relation-
ship (negotiation, compromise) with 
others. Under conditions of impair-
ment, however, these universal fea-
tures are experienced in unfamiliar 
ways, and they suddenly become 
more visible.”20

The Origins of Alternative 
Disability Moral Psychologies

Thus far, I have argued that the 
tensions between the disability 

movement and the field of bioethics 
are best explained by a difference in 
moral psychology between disabled 
and nondisabled people. I have also 
offered an illustration of how these 
differences in moral perception and 
reasoning are exhibited in bioethical 
discourse via divergent applications 
of the principle of autonomy to the 
question of PAS. However, except 
with the brief thought experiment re-
garding the development of an alter-
native mode of applying a particular 
moral principle, I have yet to give any 
account of how differences in moral 

psychology might be generated by the 
experiences of disability. 

one might be tempted to read 
this paper as claiming that the gap 
between disabled and nondisabled 
people’s moral psychologies is so 
enormously broad and deep that each 
is truly global, affecting every aspect 
of moral reasoning and perception 
in every context one encounters. 
Perhaps the radically different life 
experiences of disabled people pro-
duce a difference in values that is 
all-encompassing. 

This claim would be much too 
strong because it implied that there 
is a singular, unified moral psychol-
ogy derived from the experience of 
disability. In fact, there is infinite 
variation in disability experiences 
arising from, for instance, intersect-
ing identities like race, gender, social 
class, and sexual orientation. Further, 
if disability moral psychology were 

thought of as a global, unified mono-
lith, bridging the gap between the 
disability movement and mainstream 
bioethics might seem impossible. Af-
ter all, productive deliberation might 
not even be possible across radically 
different, global moral psychologies. 
Fortunately, it is not necessary for 
the differences in moral perception 
and reasoning between the disability 
movement and mainstream bioethics 
to be global for them to effectively ex-
plain the enduring conflict at hand. 
A much more modest and plausible 
difference in moral perception and 
reasoning could produce those ten-
sions. While I do not have the space 
to fully flesh out the causal story of 
how such differences may arise, the 
key features of such an explanation 
can be sketched.

A core thesis of owen Flanagan’s 
groundbreaking book in moral psy-
chology, Varieties of Moral Personality, 
is that claims of a global difference 
in moral reasoning between groups 
of people are incoherent and unsup-
ported by the evidence. Flanagan 
takes aim at the assertion that there 
are global gender differences in moral 
psychology, which he takes to be the 
claim that “there is not one psycho-
logical space within which all moral 
personality takes shape and within 
which it locates its regulative ideals. 
There are (at least) two such spaces, 
one for males, one for females.”21 
These two distinct psychological 
spaces give rise to what Flanagan calls 
different “global voices” in moral 
reasoning. Flanagan challenges the 
view that “there are two and only two 
global moral orientations” (p. 206) 
that map on to gender because of 
gendered differences in psychologi-

cal development. He argues that the 
two-voice hypothesis cannot be un-
derstood in a way that “(1) maintains 
an independent coherence for each 
voice and (2) is inclusive enough to 
cover all of morality” (p. 209). He ar-
gues that the most common accounts 
of how the two global voices develop 
in childhood are much too simplis-
tic when the full breadth of evidence 
is considered from the field of child 
developmental psychology. In sum, 
Flanagan posits that theorizing two 
different, gendered global voices at-
tempts to squeeze the enormous 
complexity and variation of moral 
psychology into a “gross-grained 
picture of the bases of moral person-
ality and an equally gross-grained 
picture of what these basic experi-
ences eventuate in . . . . Moral per-
sonality is, in the end, too variegated 

We should reform the curriculum of bioethics to 

include nuanced, politically aware narratives of 

life with disability—narratives that give aspiring 

bioethicists and health care professionals a richer 

understanding of disability from which to deliberate.
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and multipurpose to be analyzable 
in terms of a simple two-orientation 
scheme” (pp. 212, 233).

As with gender, it is surely not the 
case that there are two distinct, mutu-
ally exclusive global moral voices for 
disabled and nondisabled people. It 
would be absurd to claim that every 
disabled person reasons about and 
perceives every moral problem in the 
same way, which is radically different 
from the reasoning and perceiving of 
any and all nondisabled people. 

Flanagan ultimately finds some 
important, if more nuanced, gender 
differences in moral psychology that 
can serve as a starting point for think-
ing through what disability moral 
psychology might look like. He 
argues that there are gender differ-
ences in the patterns exhibited by the 
content of moral reasoning and that 
such differences produce correspond-
ing patterns of difference in the way 
problems are grappled with: “There 
are some sex differences in the types 
of problems men and women choose 
to talk about and claim to confront. 
Furthermore, the type or content of 
a problem is a far better predictor 
of orientation used (on that type of 
problem) than is gender” (p. 232). So, 
while there is no global, gender-based 
difference in moral voice, different 
problems demand different moral-
psychological processes, and different 
genders encounter these problems 
with varied frequency, using different 
moral-psychological processes at dif-
ferent rates. 

This difference in lived experience 
leads to the development of differ-
ent types of moral competency from 
frequency of use. As Flanagan puts it, 
“Given that different kinds of prob-
lems make different sorts of consid-
erations and saliencies differently 
relevant, one would expect there 
to be some significant effects of the 
amount of practice one has in deal-
ing with certain kinds of problems” 
(p. 234). The idea here is that social 
identities structure our lives such that 
different groups of people encounter 
different sorts of moral problems and 
thus develop different sorts of moral 

competencies. Everyone may be fa-
miliar with the sorts of reasoning that 
would be used to address a given sort 
of moral problem, but social identity 
can determine how practiced one is, 
and therefore how effectual one is, 
in actually dealing with the prob-
lem. Flanagan drives this point with 
a sports analogy: “Many persons both 
know and can represent the rules of 
soccer and golf. But if one plays soc-
cer and not golf, then the fact that 
one can talk competently about both 
is surprisingly inconsequential with 
respect to one’s practical ability to 
stay out of the rough” (p. 234). 

My thought experiment with the 
two Ph.D. candidates can be read as 
an example of how the social identity 
of disability can structure personal 
experience so that an individual more 
easily perceives and reasons about the 
morally salient features of a situation 
in which one is trying to protect a dis-
abled person’s autonomy in a context 
of ableist structural oppression. In ef-
fect, because of lived experiences of 
disability, many disabled people are 
more able to “stay out of the rough” 
when grappling with many of these 
sorts of bioethical questions.

When disabled activists and schol-
ars deploy these alternative moral 
competencies in their engagement 
with mainstream bioethics, deep mor-
al conflict often arises. This is because 
the moral perceptions and reasons 
that give content to these alternative 
moral competencies are often sum-
marily dismissed by evaluative stan-
dards that have been structured by 
and for a nondisabled moral psychol-
ogy. Scully describes the evaluative 
standards of mainstream bioethics in 
terms of Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of 
habitus, which she defines as “patterns 
of being and doing in the world that 
people acquire through becoming 
habituated to a particular social field  
. . . [that] generates its own system 
of tacit rules governing practices 
and behaviors.”22 Habitus supplies 
a moral agent with her most funda-
mental set of moral assumptions that 
are taken to be so self-evident that 
“things out of alignment with it are 

obviously absurd or illogical or bar-
baric” (p. 65). The conflict between 
mainstream bioethics and the disabil-
ity movement arises because disabled 
moral psychologies are often out of 
alignment with the habitus of main-
stream bioethics, which has been 
constructed based on the lived expe-
riences of nondisabled people.

Charting a Path Forward

one might see my claim that the 
conflict between the disability 

movement and mainstream bioeth-
ics is more about psychology than it 
is about ideology as hopelessly pes-
simistic. If members of the disability 
movement and mainstream bioethi-
cists differently perceive and think 
about some moral problems, then 
how can they ever engage in con-
structive discourse? 

Again, Flanagan provides some 
guidance. As noted, he argues that 
variation in moral psychology is de-
termined by how people with differ-
ent identities engage with the material 
and social structures of a world that 
presents them with different oppor-
tunities for the development of their 
various moral capacities. The roles of 
the material and social environments 
in moral development cannot easily 
be overstated for Flanagan. He en-
capsulates the point in what he calls 
the “thesis of the multiple realizabil-
ity of moral psychologies”: “The set 
of realizable moral psychologies is 
infinitely large” because “personalities 
are largely dependent on particular 
social, economic and institutional ar-
rangements. And there is no reason to 
think —and every reason to think the 
contrary—that the possible social, 
economic, and institutional arrange-
ments that we are capable of creating 
and living under have been remotely 
exhausted.”23 

Flanagan goes on to argue that we 
sometimes have good reasons to de-
liberately attempt to restructure the 
contexts in which moral personalities 
develop because “vastly many more 
kinds of moral personality are pos-
sible than are good” (p. 32). In fact, 
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the grip of these material and social 
conditions on our moral develop-
ment is so strong that changing them 
may sometimes be the only means at 
our disposal for moral improvement; 
“the existence of a socially construct-
ed trait can . . . set deep, possibly 
unyielding constraints on our abil-
ity to realize a particular psychology 
once we are mature members of some 
community and well socialized in its 
values and attitudes” (p. 43). In the 
social struggle against racism and 
sexism, for example, it is by manipu-
lating the contexts of moral develop-
ment that “we could seek to change 
the practices and the attitudes of sub-
sequent generations, even if it were 
very difficult to purify completely our 
own attitudes and dispositions” (p. 
43). The serious, long-term uptake 
in mainstream bioethics of the moral 
perceptions and reasoning deployed 
by disabled people depends on ad-
justing concrete practices and insti-
tutions within which a nondisabled 
moral psychology develops. 

Here are some examples that 
could be starting points for making 
these structural changes. The first 
step would be to further clarify the 
scope and depth of the variations in 
moral psychology between disabled 
and nondisabled people as they arise 
in biomedicine. While there are com-
pelling reasons to believe the moral 
perception and thinking varies be-
tween the disability movement and 
mainstream bioethics, there is very 
little empirical research to give the 
picture shape and clarity. Empirical 
research is especially important if, as I 
have argued, the differences between 
disabled and nondisabled moral psy-
chologies are not global. Empirical 
study could help identify which con-
texts these differences occupy, how 
prevalent they may be, and what their 
main features are. 

Perhaps the most obvious way in 
which mainstream bioethics can and 
should be restructured to account for 
the moral perceptions and reasoning 
of disabled people would be to make 
efforts to include disabled people in 
the practice of bioethics. Progress 

could be made here by meeting ac-
cessibility standards for disabled bio-
ethicists within institutions where 
bioethics happens. Being forced to 
navigate inaccessibility across wide 
swaths of life may be the only com-
mon experience among all disabled 
people. Indeed, many disabled schol-
ars who work in bioethics still struggle 
to attain reasonable accommodations 
so that they can fully access the physi-
cal and social spaces where bioethics 
happens.

of course, given the entrenched 
dispute between the disability move-
ment and mainstream bioethics, 
achieving adequate representation 
of disabled people in bioethics will 
require much more than remov-
ing barriers to accessibility. Like any 
scholarly endeavor, bioethics has a 
specific jargon and literary canon that 
must be mastered if one is to par-
ticipate effectively in the field. Many 
times, this familiarity is acquired via 
formal training. Thus, maybe the 
most important step that could be 
taken to help promote the inclusion 
of disabled people in the field of bio-
ethics would be to actively establish 
affirmative action programs that re-
cruit them to graduate programs and, 
later, faculty appointments. As with 
the removal of barriers to accessibil-
ity, a case could be made on the basis 
of justice that disabled people ought 
to gain entry into higher education in 
general via affirmative action. Howev-
er, I hope I have presented additional 
reasons that the moral perception and 
reasoning of disabled people is nec-
essary for bioethics to improve as a 
field of inquiry. In turn, this ought to 
provide some additional reasons for 
academic programs in bioethics to re-
cruit and retain disabled students and 
scholars. 

Finally, to give bioethics a better 
understanding of disability moral 
psychology, we must reform its cur-
riculum so that it includes the his-
tory, culture, and theory of the 
disability movement. At minimum, 
this would include detailed accounts 
of the features and origins of laws like 
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 

and the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, both of which were born from 
the disability movement’s decades of 
social and political struggle.24 It also 
should include nuanced, politically 
aware narratives of life with disabil-
ity—narratives that challenge the ste-
reotypical tropes of popular culture 
and give aspiring bioethicists and 
health care professionals a richer un-
derstanding of disability from which 
to deliberate. An example of such a 
narrative, widely considered a clas-
sic in disability studies, is medical 
sociologist Irving Zola’s influential 
book, Missing Pieces: A Chronicle of 
Living with a Disability,25 which was 
first printed in 1982, the same year 
he and four other scholars founded 
the Society for Disability Studies. 
Some of these memoirs even engage 
in bioethical reasoning, like Harriet 
McBride Johnson’s autobiography 
Too Late to Die Young,26 in which she 
devotes a chapter to her conversations 
with Peter Singer about infant eutha-
nasia. Finally, medical ethics curricula 
should include some of the classic 
works of disability theory, some of 
which have been around for decades 
but are still mostly ignored by the 
training of bioethicists and medical 
professionals.27 Including this materi-
al in the bioethics curriculum would 
shift the starting point from which 
bioethics engages the disability move-
ment. Developing a widespread, rich 
understanding of the phenomenal 
experience of disability from a social 
and political viewpoint, rather than a 
purely medicalized one, would go a 
long way toward establishing the con-
ditions in which nondisabled bioethi-
cists and health care providers could 
develop the moral perception and 
reasoning that would let them enter 
into constructive dialogue with the 
disability movement. 
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